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GNSS Systems Status Panel

A Galileo/BeiDou Focus on 2020
Dee Ann Divis

MGUE Program continued on page 4

Military GPS User Equipment

Development Risks May 
Slow MGUE Program
Dee Ann Divis

The Air Force may dial back plans to accelerate its military 
receiver program, possibly reversing an earlier decision to 

combine development and production steps as a way to meet a 
congressional procurement deadline. 

The Military GPS User Equipment (MGUE) program is de-
veloping next-generation GPS receiver cards that can be swapped 
out, one-for-one, for the current receivers in a wide variety of 
existing military equipment. The new receivers will be able to tap 
the more powerful M-code signal, which is not only more secure 
and flexible but spectrally separated from the L1 and L2 civil 
signals — a distinct advantage in a jamming environment.

Based on comments from speakers in a Wednesday 
panel discussion, 2020 looks to be a banner year 

for satellite navigation with both the Europeans and 
the Chinese racing to complete their constellations by 
the end of this decade. 

The Galileo program will switch to launching 
satellites four at a time on a modified Ariane 5 rocket 
beginning next year, finishing the current set of satel-
lites in 2018 with a Soyuz launch carrying the last two 
spacecraft, said Eric Chatre of the European Space 

Agency (ESA).
The program is fully funded through 2020 

and the program office is in the process of 
negotiating a contract to build the final round 
of satellites. Daniel Blonski, Galileo system 
performance engineer for ESA, told the Show 
Daily that the ground system would also be 
completed in 2020.

The Chinese are aiming to finish their 
constellation by 2020, said Jun Shen, deputy 
director of the International Cooperation 
Center of the China Satellite Navigation 
Office. When complete the constellation will 
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CHECK IT OUT
Customize Your Schedule 
at the  ION GNSS+ Mobile 
Conference Site 
Once you are registered for 
the conference, visit the ION 
website to build a customized 
schedule of conference papers 
you wish to attend. Access 
the GNSS program and other 
conference information on 
your mobile device. Visit 
the ION GNSS+ Mobile site 
<m.ion.org> for details. 
Self-Service  
Business Area
The use of computers, a 
printer, and a copier is being 
provided on a self-service 
basis in the ION registration 
lobby. Internet access is 
not available on these 
computers. For Internet 
access, please use the 
computers in the Internet 
Access Center, sponsored 
by NovAtel, Inside GNSS, 
and Lockheed Martin. Please 
limit your time when others 
are waiting.
Exhibitor Demonstrations
Thursday, September 17
Room 17
  11:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.   
Rohde & Schwarz
“Technology and 
Visualization of Hybrid 
Location Based Services 
using GNSS/OTDOA/ECID”
  2:00 p.m. - 2:45 p.m.       
Spirent Federal Systems
“Interference and Anti-jam 
Antenna Testing Using the 
Spirent Wavefront Simulator 
(GSS9790)”
Conference Proceedings
Official conference 
proceedings are scheduled 
for distribution in November 
to all eligible conference 
participants.
Re-charge Your Media 
Devices
Is your battery running low? 
Relax and recharge your 
hand-held devices at the ION 
Charging Station located 
in booths 611 & 613 in the 
exhibit hall.

Dr. James L. Green, Keynote Speaker

Status of GNSS Systems panel: (back row) Daniel Blonski, Yoshiyuki 
Murai, Dr. Jose Angel Avila Rodriguez, Dr. Sergey Karutin. (front row) 
Col. Steven Whitney, Eric Chatre, Dr. John Betz, Dr. Jun Shen.
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NovAtel Showcases Autonomous 
Systems in Velocity Magazine
The latest issue of Velocity magazine from 
NovAtel (Island Booth F) is available at 

the company’s 
booth on the 
ION GNSS+ 
exhibition floor. 
A digital version 
can also be 
viewed online 
at <http://
velocitymaga-
zine.epubxp.
com/t/71478>. 
Articles cover 

such subjects as testing road vehicle safety 
technologies, landing unmanned aircraft on 
moving surface vehicles, advanced robotic 
perception and planning tools, and many 
others. In introducing the new issue, NovA-
tel CEO Michael Ritter said, “As more com-
panies look to autonomous solutions, we see 
platforms that demand ever-increasing levels 
of accuracy and confidence.”

ComNav Announces  
CORS-Oriented Product
ComNav Technology (Booth #116) has 
released its M300 Pro GNSS receiver, 
designed primarily for continuously operat-
ing reference station (CORS) projects. It 
has a built-in lithium battery, web server 
service for remote operation, and reserved 
ports for connecting with complementary 
sensors, such as barographs, inclinometers, 
and meteorological sensors. The M300 Pro 
can track GPS, GLONASS, BeiDou (B1, 
B2, B3 signals), with capability reserved for 
Galileo, QZSS, and other emerging constel-
lations. The receiver outputs the standard 
RTCM data format and various data trans-
fer protocols such as UDP, TCP, and Ntrip.

UNAVCO Chooses Septentrio  
for GNSS Reference Stations
UNAVCO has announced the selection of 
Septentrio (Booth 318) to be the preferred 
vendor of next-generation GNSS reference 
stations for the Geodesy Advancing Geosci-
ences and EarthScope (GAGE) Facility. 
Under the agreement, Septentrio will supply 

GNSS reference stations to upgrade and 
expand the continuous GNSS reference 
station networks operated by UNAVCO. 
UNAVCO is a nonprofit university-gov-
erned consortium that facilitates geosciences 
research and education using geodesy.

Inside GNSS: Unmanned  
Systems Webinar 
Inside GNSS (Booth 212) will present 
another installment of its web seminar 
series on September 29, entitled "Cutting 
Edge Applications of Unmanned Systems." 
Sponsored by NovAtel, the webinar features 
Steven Waslander, a professor in the Depart-
ment of Mechanical and Mechatronics 
Engineering at the University of Waterloo, 
Ontario, Canada, and Ian MacRae, a profes-
sor of entomology and an extension ento-
mologist at the University of Minnesota. 
Demoz Gebre-Egziabher, associate professor 
of aerospace engineering and mechanics at 
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, will 
moderate. To register, visit < http://www.
insidegnss.com/webinars>.

LabSat Simulator Shows Its  
Real-Time Capabilities
Racelogic (Booth 108) is showcasing their 
LabSat GNSS record/replay and simulator 
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New Products & Company 
News @ ION GNSS+

ION GNSS+ 2015 Program Organizers. Left to right: Dr. Zainab 
Syed, Dr. Andre Hauschild, Dr. Grace Gao, Dr. Gary McGraw, 
Dr.Terry Moore, Sandra Kennedy, Dr. Olivier Julien, Dr. Paul Mc 
Burney.

Satellite Division Officers: Dr. Jade Morton, Dr. Frank van Diggelen, 
Dr. Grace Gao, Dr. John Betz, Dr. Terry Moore, Dr. Allison Kealy, 
Doug Taggart.
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Course 346: GPS/GNSS  
Operations for Engineers 
and Technical Professionals 

Mission Critical 
GNSS Training 
for Professionals
Washington, D.C. Area

November 3 – 6, 2015

Taught by: Dr. Chris Hegarty, MITRE

Description: This four-day 
course provides a comprehensive 
introduction to GPS system concepts, 
design and operation, including an 
overview of DGPS technology and 
an introduction to Kalman filtering. 
Information on the status, plans and 
capabilities of GPS and other GNSS are 
also included.

Details: Registration information, 
course outline, and lodging details at 
www.NavtechGPS.com

Prerequisites: Familiarity with 
engineering terms and analysis 
techniques. General familiarity 
with matrix operations and 
familiarity with signal processing 
techniques is desirable.

Visit Us At Booth 316: Stop by 
and talk to Carolyn McDonald 
about this course or any of our 
other public or on-site courses. 

with a demonstration of its real-time capa-
bilities. Using SatGen simulation software, it 
is now possible to output a scenario directly 
from the software into a specially modified 
LabSat 2, which in turn then replays the 
data into the device under test with only a 
one second latency. The output signal can be 
precisely synchronized with the current time 
or it can have a past or future timestamp. 
Visitors to the booth will also be able to dis-
cuss the forthcoming LabSat Wideband, the 
next generation of LabSat that will provide 
new capabilities to use the full spectrum of 
GNSS signals.

Navtech Showcases an Extensive  
Line of Partner Products
NavtechGPS (Booth 316) has partnered 
with Forsberg Services Ltd., which 
acquired the DGPS StarLink line of inline 
amplifiers, down-up converters, splitters 
and fiber-optic link system from Raven. 
The OxTS line of GPS-aided INS products 
offers NavtechGPS’ precise positioning 
customer base affordable, small, and reliable 
tactical-grade IMUs/GPS. Geomatics 
USA has engineered a line of affordable 
and transportable surveying, mapping 
and georeferencing products. Finally, 
the ASTRA CASES SM-211 offers a 
significant advance in dual-frequency, GPS-
based space-weather monitoring with its 
proprietary tracking algorithms for stability 
during high scintillation periods.

Syrlinks Introduces Record/Playback 
System, LEO Receiver
Syrlinks (Booth 104), a product developer 
and manufacturer headquartered in 
Bruz, France that evolved from Thales 
Microelectronics team, offers two products: 
the G-SIRPE line of signal record and 
playback equipment featuring a multi-
band GNSS (L1, L2, L5) front-end with 
bandwidth from 5 to 50 megahertz, 1- to 
16-bit resolution, and a power level of the 
recorded signal from –139dBm to –50dBm, 
including multipath and potential interferers; 

the ITAR-free GPS/Galileo G-SPHERE-S 
receiver for use on board micro-satellites with 
in-flight uploading firmware, very low power 
consumption and a qualified COTS design.

SYNTONY GNSS S.A.S. Acquires  
SILICOM LABS, Offers GNSS Solutions
SYNTONY GNSS (Booth 512) has 
acquired SILICOM LABS (subsidiary of 
GNSS Silicom Group) and is offering high-
end GNSS solutions, aerospace embedded 
receivers, hardware‐in‐the‐loop constellation 
simulators, and high-fidelity GNSS signal 
recorders/replayers. SYNTONY solutions 
are used in various sectors, including aero-
nautics, space, defense, terrestrial transporta-
tion, and indoor positioning.

Chronos Demonstrates JammerCam
Chronos Technology Ltd (Booth 518) 
successfully demonstrated GPS jammer–
triggered camera technology during official 
GPS jamming trials at the Sennybridge 
military training area in Wales during late 
August 2015. Various commercial off-the-
shelf GPS jammers were used, modified to 
jam only in the permitted band at power 
levels ranging from a few milliwatts up 
to two watts and including carrier wave 
and swept spectrum models. The jammers 
triggered camera technology known as 
JammerCam, jointly developed by the 
University of Bath Department of Electronic 
& Electrical Engineering, and Chronos 
Technology Ltd. JammerCam takes photos 
of the actual vehicles hosting a jammer. 

Averna Offers Record/Playback Unit
The RP-6100 Series from Averna (Booth 
100) is a self-contained, record-and-playback 
solution for RF application validation. It 
can capture all GNSS bands, as well as HD 
radio, WiFi, LTE, radar, and cognitive radio 
– plus impairments. The RP-6100 features 
up to four channels, 160 MHz of recording 
bandwidth, tight-channel synchronization, 
an extended frequency range of 10 MHz to 
6 GHz, and 14-bit resolution.  
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The receivers are being developed by the GPS Directorate, 
which has been scrambling to meet a congressional mandate that 
all GPS receivers bought in fiscal year 2018 and thereafter be 
M-code capable. That deadline helped drive a 2014 decision to 
condense the development and manufacturing process, skipping 
as a result the critical design review (CRD) — usually a key step 
in any development contract.  

Normally, new receivers would go through an extensive step-
by-step process of systems engineering, development, and design. 
Officials would then mature the manufacturing line, testing it 
with low production runs — then testing it further until approval 
was finally granted to begin full production.

But the production lines to be used for the MGUE cards are 
same ones producing the Selective Availability Anti-spoofing 
Module or SAASM cards. Given that experience, the Air Force 
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decided it could use an abbreviated approach, said Lt. Col. James 
Wilson, program manager for the Military GPS User Equip-
ment (MGUE) program, in an interview with Inside GNSS last 
year. The three vendors on the project — Rockwell, L3/Interstate 
Electronics Corporation, and Raytheon — were to begin deliver-
ing cards for evaluation this summer with a decision to be made 
in September about how to proceed. 

Those cards are now “showing up on our docks literally every 
week,” said Michael Sanjume, deputy chief of the GPS Director-
ate’s User Equipment Division. Two different types of receivers, 
one for ground equipment such as radios and one for air/marine 
applications, began arriving in July and deliveries will continue 
into September.

“For us the proof is in the pudding when you deliver hardware. 
So we’re very excited that we’ve had these to start our initial test-
ing,” Sanjume said.

GAO Report Raises Questions
Although these initial deliveries are on schedule, the Government 
Accountability Office (GAO) released a report September 9 that 
calls the accelerated approach into question. GAO said the pro-
gram has risks that were not addressed during early design work, 
risks that would “typically be revisited” during the now nonexis-
tent CDR phase.

The Office of the Undersecretary of Defense for System Engi-
neering, for example, identified some specific areas of concern in 
April, the report said. Certain security and cybersecurity design 
details had been deferred to a security verification review that was 
not scheduled to finish until late summer/early fall 2015. Early 
design work on the interfaces with the lead platforms chosen 
by each of the services may not have been rigorous enough “to 
account for implementing those designs across various operating 
environments.”

“The Undersecretary’s office also pointed out,” wrote GAO, 
“that the refinement of security countermeasures may result in 
later design changes.”

In addition to these points, the GAO highlighted a disagree-
ment between the Army and the Directorate over whether the 
MGUE design actually meets the Army's operational require-
ments, including the Army’s assertion that the GPS Directorate 
unilaterally edited a key requirements document over the Army’s 
“significant objection.” The problem, which involves average 
maximum versus instantaneous power limits, could force the 
services to do additional development work to integrate the cards 
into their equipment. 

Questions were also raised about the scope and usefulness of both 
early and planned MGUE testing — testing that won’t be fully 
complete until sometime in 2019, well after the congressional M-
code-only purchase mandate kicks in.  The Army, for example, said 

MGUE Program continued from page 1
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Course 556: Inertial 
Systems, Kalman Filtering 
and GPS/INS Integration

Kalman Filters 
and GPS/INS 
Integration 
Washington, D.C. Area

November 2 – 6, 2015

Taught by: Dr. Alan Pue, Johns 
Hopkins, APL and Michael Vaujin, 
Aerospace, Navigation and Defense 
Consultant

Description: This 4.5 day course on 
GNSS-aided navigation will immerse 
the student in the fundamental 
concepts and practical implementations 
of the Kalman filters that fuse GPS 
receiver measurements with a 
strapdown inertial navigation solution. 
Includes practical Kalman filter 
design techniques, case studies and 
demonstrations using MATLAB®.

Details: Registration information, 
course outline, and lodging details at 
www.NavtechGPS.com.

Prerequisites: Familiarity with 
principles of engineering analysis, 
including matrix algebra and 
linear systems.

Visit Us At Booth 316: Stop by 
and talk to Carolyn McDonald 
about this course or any of our 
other public or on-site courses. 

that “fit check” tests conducted earlier this 
year showed the Defense Advanced GPS 
Receiver (DAGR) D3, the lead platform 
chosen by the Army, is unable to provide 
sufficient power to two of the three MGUE 
contractors’ ground receiver cards, according 
to the report.

Searching for Plan B
Sanjume said the Directorate and the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense were 
discussing the “actual maturity of the pro-
gram, both technically and programmati-
cally,” as well as the best approach to take 
for the next phase.

“We had originally planned on a com-
bined production and development deci-
sion; and there might be basically a split 
and there might be a bit of a change to our 
strategy,” he said.

One possibility, Sanjume explained, 
is to change from going into production 
right after demonstrating the technology. 

“In breaking it apart,” he said, there 
“would be a development gate and then 
a gate into actual production where you 
could buy articles that would actually go 
into operations.

Sanjume said his team believes develop-
ment is complete as the result of the prede-
cessor MUE program and that MGUE is 
“a fairly mature program.” 

“We will get further guidance,” he told 
Inside GNSS, “from the Department [of 
Defense] on what will actually be decided 
this fall.” 

While they wait for the decision 
Sanjume’s team continues to work with 
the services on integration plans and risk 
reduction activities, such as plugging the 
cards into equipment to see if they actually 
fit. The Directorate is also setting up a 

security certification and compatibility cer-
tification process for all MGUE receivers. 

“So that will be something that will be 
part of our responsibility in the future,” 
said Sanjume, “and that is a bit of a 
change. We've been working very closely 
with all the different services to establish 
the program protection profiles, which are 
essentially the security requirements that 
we will set for each of the applications. We 
have made good progress on those and we 
are close to finalizing all of them.”

The compatibility and security certifica-
tions pose a challenge beyond the tasks 
themselves. They are making it harder for 
the Air Force to expand the vendor base 
for that cards as it had hoped.

To help address that, Sanjume said the 
directorate was exploring concepts for pro-
viding some of the intellectual property for 
the cryptography and security processing 
as a way to lower the cost of entry for new 
vendors, especially small businesses.

“We definitely have heard interest from 
industry on that front,” said Sanjume, 
“and we are looking at ways that we can 
basically enable it. We also believe that it's 
one of the key things that we can do to 
foster more innovation into user equip-
ment and faster cycle times — which I 
think is another strong theme of acquisi-
tion reform. 

So we’re absolutely very interested in 
this area.”

The MGUE program will undoubtedly 
be an area of special interest to Col. Steve 
Whitney, who in July became director of 
the Global Positioning Systems Direc-
torate in the Space and Missile Systems 
Center at Los Angeles Air Force Base, 
California. For the two years before his 
appointment, Whitney served as the 
Senior Materiel Leader, Global Positioning 
System User Equipment Division, in the 
GPS directorate. 

“The refinement of security 
countermeasures may result in 
later design changes.”

GAO Report
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Panel Discussion on GNSS Program Status
comprise five geostationary (GEO) satellites, three satellites in in-
clined geostationary Earth orbits, and 27 satellites in middle Earth 
orbits or MEOs.

The accuracy of the system so far is around 5 meters, said Shen. 
BeiDou is developing an augmentation system based on a national 
network of more than 1,000 reference stations that will eventually 
help improve real-time positioning and navigation accuracies to a 
meter or better over wide areas and a centimeter in some regions. 

The Chinese and the Russians recently signed a memorandum 
of understanding that spans both technical and territorial coopera-
tion, Shen noted.

“We’re going to cooperate in all technical areas,” said Sergey Ka-
rutin, head of the PNT Center in the Central Institute of Machine 
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Building, including defining the time offset parameters and the 
time reference trades. 

The two countries will also work to develop an emergency 
service to aid travelers between Asia and Europe with combined 
GLONASS/BeiDou receivers that can locate travelers who have, 
for example, been involved in an accident. 

That cooperation extends to monitoring stations. 
“We are going to accept three BeiDou stations in the Russian 

territory,” said Karutin, “and China has accepted to install three of 
our sites within Chinese territory.”

Shen said that China already has 10 monitoring stations in 
place worldwide, including locations in both the Arctic and Ant-
arctic. A total of 10 more stations are under construction. 

The Russians have 28 satellites on orbit though two are in flight 
test and two are undergoing checks by the prime contractor. The 
program plans to orbit up 9 more satellites this year and next with 
the final number to be determined based on the need to replace 
existing spacecraft.  

The American GPS constellation has 31 satellites in operation 
with another nine on-orbit spares. The satellites are aging, how-
ever, with one of the spacecraft close to 25 years old. The GPS 
Directorate is moving quickly to update the system launching six 
satellites in the last 19 months, the most intense launch schedule 
since 1993. Another launch is scheduled for the end of October 
and the last of the IIFs will be lofted in February of next year. 

At present 10 of the 31 satellites in the constellation are the 
newest IIF satellites, which transmit the new L5 civil signal. The 
new birds may be contributing to the continued improvement 
in accuracy which Col. Steven Whitney, director of the GPS 
Directorate, said reached a user range error of 39 centimeters on 
September 2. 

The Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) is also 
planning for more satellites. A four-satellite constellation is to be 
complete in 2018 with two more satellites joining the current 
Michibiki spacecraft in quasi-zenith orbit and one satellite in GEO 
orbit. That GEO satellite will also be used to provide a satellite-
based augmentation system or SBAS signal that will be available 
starting in the early 2020s, said Yoshiyuki Murai, executive direc-
tor for promotion of QZSS utilization at the NEC Corp., which 
has a contract to support Japan’s QZS Services Inc. 

Mentioned as a possibility last year, the Japanese government 
has made a definitive decision to expand the planned initial 
constellation to seven satellites by 2023. To support their overall 
service the Japanese will need to place monitoring stations outside 
of Japan, Murai said in response to a question, although the place-
ment of those sites did not appear to be settled. 

GNSS Systems Status continued from page 1
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Galileo: Success in Hand, Challenges Ahead
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With a successful September 10/11 
launch under its belt, the Gali-

leo program continues to move in the 
right direction, but proponents should 
be cautious about overstating the rate of 
progress, lest too-hopeful forecasts come 
back to bite them (again).

The September 11 European Space 
Agency (ESA) press release featured a 
headline proclaiming that 10 Galileo satel-
lites are now in orbit, and, while techni-
cally that may be true, it bears considering 
whether the 10 satellites in question are all 
they’re cracked up to be.

Satellite Roll Call
Asked to spell out the functional status 
of the spacecraft, ESA’s Head of Galileo 
System Procurement Jörg Hahn is perfectly 
forthcoming. First are the four in-orbit 
validation (IOV) satellites:
•  GSAT0101 and GSAT0102, are 

healthy and broadcasting with the 
equivalent isotropically radiated power 
(EIRP) on all bands aligned to the 
public Open Service Signal-in-Space 
Interface Control Document (OS SIS 
ICD) specifications; the clocks are a 
passive hydrogen maser (PHM) and 
rubidium atomic frequency standard 
(RAFS), respectively.

•  GSAT0103 is healthy and broadcasting 
with EIRP on all bands backed off; the 
search and rescue (SAR) transponder is 
on; clocks RAFS and PHM.

•  GSAT0104 has been unavailable since 
May 27, 2014, due to a power loss (No-
tice Advisory to Galileo Users or NAGU 
2014014); broadcasting E1 only; SAR 
transponder is on; clock is RAFS.
The six full operational capability 

(FOC) satellites, which should form the 
core of the eventual 30-satellite Galileo 
constellation, have the following status:
•  GSAT0201: in eccentric orbit due to 

a launch anomaly involving the Soyuz 

Fregat upper stage, under in-orbit test-
ing, all signals nominal; the clocks are 
PHMs; SAR transponder is on.

•  GSAT0202: in eccentric orbit, under 
in-orbit testing, all signals nominal, 
PHM, SAR transponder is off.
ESA spokesman Franco Bonacina 

explains, “The two that were put in the 
wrong orbit some time ago — August last 
year — could be rescued and put to work; 
they are transmitting navigation signals for 
in-orbit testing purposes. They will be able 
to work almost as well as the others, at least 
in a way that is not degraded for the users.”

Hahn elaborates on this point: “Both 
these satellites are transmitting navigation 
signals for in-orbit testing purposes. The 
target orbit where they have been posi-
tioned allows for these partial signals to be 
used. The satellites will now be included 
in the operational constellation to perform 
‘live’ tests involving as well external users." 

After these tests, which will last six 
months to one year, Hahn says, the Europe-
an Commission will decide about the future 
use of these satellites for navigation. In the 
meantime they can be used operationally 
for the Galileo search and rescue service.

The remaining FOC satellites, according 
to Hahn, are in the following status:
•  GSAT0203: launched last March, 

in-orbit testing, navigation (NAV) 
payload OFF; SAR transponder OFF, 
signal broadcast planned for switch-on 
during September 2015

•  GSAT0204: launched last March, in-
orbit testing, all signals nominal; Clock 
RAFS; SAR transponder OFF

•  GSAT0205: launch early orbit phase 
(LEOP), NAV payload OFF, SAR tran-
sponders OFF

•  GSAT0206: LEOP, NAV payload OFF, 
SAR transponders OFF.
So, no one’s hiding anything, the picture 

is clear. There are indeed 10 Galileo satel-
lites in orbit, and no one can accuse ESA 
or the Commission of trying to spin the 
story in their favor.

But then again, it doesn’t take much 
to paint the picture in a different shade. 
One Brussels insider who is close to the 
Galileo program does just that: “One 
IOV satellite is lost, payload not working; 
the other three are working with reduced 
performance. Two FOC satellites are in 
the wrong orbit; and GSAT0203 and 
GSAT0204 have shown troubling irregu-
larities in their performance over the last 
two months.”

You can follow the operational status of 
Galileo satellites here: <www.gsc-europa.eu/
system-status/constellation-Information>. 

The joint ESA-CNES Mission Control Team for Galileo satellites 9/10 at ESA's mission 
control center, in Darmstadt, Germany. ESA photo/J. Mai-CC BY-SA IGO 3.0

Peter Gutierrez
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